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Executive Summary  

‘String Theory’ is a company established and run by students from KIS International School as part of the 
Junior Achievement Company Programme 2015. We manufacture drawstring bags that are both 
convenient and fashionable. The company was established in September 15th, 2015.  

Company Mission 
Motivated by our mission to ‘create a bag for every universe’, we desire to design and produce bags that 
can be usable by anyone and everyone, in all situations. We strive to be a company that places itself in the 
intersection of design and utility, as we believe that our products must be a marriage of fashion and 
convenience. We aim to empower our customers through our inspiring original bag design, ‘Fragments’, 
which urge our customers to “shatter the boundaries of space and time”. 

Company Financial Performance 
Financially, String Theory has operated with great success over the past few months. Generating a net 
profit of 24,073.5 baht, we have been able to produce an increase in shareholder value of 80%, with more 
money still to be donated to Baan Nokkamin along with our remaining bags.  

Company Overall Performance 
Overall, the company has operated very successfully in the past few months since our establishment. Our 
Marketing and Public Relations departments have been extremely successful in generating excitement 
about our product, while Production and Human Resources both worked extremely efficiently and brought 
about the best results for the company. Each department has been able to operate effectively under their 
respective Vice Presidents, and all departments have been able to help the company fulfil our company 
mission. Collaboration and communication between departments has been excellent. This smooth 
operation has led to the company’s operational and financial success.  
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Company Overview and Letter to Stockholders 

December 4th, 2015 

Dear fellow stockholders, 

Our company, String Theory, was formed on September 15th, 2015 and was liquidated on December 1, 
2015. We are extremely pleased to announce that in the 12 weeks that we have been operating, String 
Theory has been extremely successful in all fronts.  

Financial success and shareholder wealth  
String Theory has succeeded in our financial endeavours. Our product, the drawstring bag, has been 
extremely well-received by customers and the company was able to break-even within the first day of pre-
ordering. With a profit of 24,037.5 baht, we will be able to pay a dividend of 180 baht.  

Achievements in public relations and marketing strategies  
In addition to our financial success, String Theory has also achieved success with our public relations and 
marketing campaigns. We crafted a strong message behind the idea of ‘bringing the world with you’ and 
‘shattering the boundaries of space and time’, and we built a company identity surrounding our message. 
We have also been utilising social media effectively to promote our products. Overall, this has allowed us to 
build a strong brand image.  

Establishment of efficient operations  
The company was also able to function efficiently and independently. Although there were some learning 
curves that had to be overcome as we progressed through our business journey, we eventually gained more 
and more experience as young businessmen and businesswomen. Like any other ordinary business, we 
paid our officers and employees with salaries, maintained business records and carefully created business 
plans.  

Looking to the future  
If the company were to continue running, we believe that we can capitalise on our financial success and 
create further fashionable designs of drawstring bags to bring on the market. We could also begin targeting 
other teenager needs and expand into other accessories that are desired by teenagers, such as water 
bottles, or we could even develop further types of bags, such as phone bags, to further our vision of having 
“a bag for every universe”. 

As a final note, it is my belief that without the commitment and trust that every shareholder and advisors 
have placed in us, and without the guidance and advice that we have received, String Theory would not 
have been able to reach where we are today. Thank you for this opportunity to shatter the boundaries of 
time and space.  

Sincerely,  
Mathis Lohatepanont 
String Theory President 
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Thank You Letter to the Volunteer 

November 29th, 2015 

Dear Mr. Paul Collins, 

On behalf of all the officers and members of String Theory, I would like to personally express my gratitude 
to you for your role in String Theory’s success.  

As the JA volunteer and an advisor to our company, you have given us invaluable advice on the effective 
running of a business. You have also consistently pointed us in the right direction, and provided the vision 
that we may not have had about the way forward in this endeavour. All the members of String Theory 
appreciates the enthusiasm and energy that you have shown in your support to us. 

Once again, thank you very much for helping us through the 12 weeks of this programme and we wish you 
the best of luck. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mathis Lohatepanont 
String Theory President 
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Production Department Overview Letter 
 Overseeing the designing and production of our drawstring bag, the Production department ensured that 

String Theory would end up with an excellent product. 

The Production Department was responsible for judging the feasibility of production, designing the bag and 
deciding on its specifications, finding trusted producers to produce the bag, and managing the company 
inventory and supply chain.  

Production Operations 
We judged the feasibility of all the products that were brainstormed, and once the drawstring bag was 
chosen, we deemed that it was not a very complex product and would be feasible to produce quickly. As 
batch production would allow us to achieve greater production speed and quality, we chose Prayook Sports 
as the producer, as many members in the company have been involved with this producer before and we 
have found their products to be consistently reliable and high-quality. Additionally, due to our previous 
contacts with them, we were able to be offered low prices for production, allowing us to reduce our 
production costs to just 77 baht per unit. The resources required, such as the nylon that was used in the 
bag, were all found by Prayook Sports. 

Supply Chain and Delivery Operations 
Due to our company’s desire to achieve financial security as early as possible, we started pre-orders before 
the bag was delivered and stored all information using a spreadsheet. Once the supplies were delivered to 
KIS International School from Prayook Sports, we stored them in the Junior Achievement room. By this 
point many preorders had been made, so we tagged bags with names in order to allow for ease of delivery. 
As the bags are non-perishable, we were able to store them for long periods in the storeroom without 
concerns. Afterwards, members of the Production Department were assigned to deliver the bags, and later 
on members were assigned to carry the bags to the Trade Fair and the Ploenchit Fair where the bags were 
sold.  

Operations Evaluation  
The production team succeeded in getting a financially profiting producer to supply us with our product, 
while also ensuring quality for the price we pay. We could have tried to create more designs on the bags or 
have different colours to appeal to a larger crowd outside of our school. Blue was preferred in our school, 
but at the Ploenchit Fair and Trade Fair, more designs would have increased sales. It seemed as though we 
would not able to produce multiple designs with our initial budget, but after selling the product, the 
company realised in hindsight that tight cuts in our budget would have made it possible. Overall, however, 
the Production Department was extremely successful in realising our goal of efficient operations and 
production. 
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HR Department Overview Letter 
To maintain the morale and spirit of the company and its individuals, the Human Resources department 

nurtures our employees to develop quality individuals while maintaining their best benefits. 

Roles of Human Resources Department	  
The Human Resources department was responsible for management of employees. Our job was to develop 
a compensation plan, as well as maintain the important company records such as payroll information, the 
company charter, administrative record, attendance record, stock certificates and stockholder records. We 
played a major role, along with the finance department, in capitalising the company, as we were responsible 
for distributing stock certificates and maintaining stockholder records. We also worked with Finance to 
develop appropriate wages for our employees. Additionally, we were responsible for keeping records of the 
company’s progress from each meeting through the minutes. Human Resources, along with the president, 
was responsible for maintaining the morale of the company, making sure everyone worked together as a 
team.  

Management 
We oversaw everything happening inside the company, and our job remained the same throughout the 
process. We took employee attendance, marked the administration record, and recorded the company 
minutes and agenda for every meeting. We managed to be consistent with our weekly job. But aside from 
that, together with Finance, we capitalised the company by selling shares to stockholders. We assigned 
each company member roles to sell the shares to their friends and families in order to quicken the 
capitalisation process.  

The most important aspect of our job was to encourage employees and motivate them. We based our 
motivation strategy on Dan Pink’s drive theory, which focuses on mastery, autonomy and purpose. We 
assigned jobs to that challenged our employees, but were not too intimidating for them to give up. We 
allowed employees to work freely in their own styles, which brought up more creative ideas and self-
motivation. The credibility of employee’s works were praised and recognised. We had an agreement with 
our employees about our purpose in working for the company at the start: this experience was not intended 
for financial reward, , but to get the best experience out from this company that we can build on. This is 
why we decided to lower our wages, so we could have more investment to our work other than ourselves. 
There were often times where one’s ability was beyond their job requirements, therefore we occasionally 
assigned people from different departments to work together, such as in brainstorming product designs. 
For every task that each departments had done, we reviewed it as the whole company, as different 
departments would have different perspectives, and this facilitated the exchange of ideas.  

Department reflection 
Initially, at the start of the company, there were some issues with communication and synergy between 
departments and employees, especially during the capitalisation of the company. However, by going 
through our tasks together as a whole company, all departments understood each other’s positions, and 
were able to help each other out. This allowed the company to stay ahead of schedule with our tasks, as we 
understood and helped each other as a whole company. 
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Marketing Department Overview Letter 
By crafting a sophisticated and effective marketing strategy, the Marketing Department contributed 

tremendously to String Theory’s sales.  

The Marketing Department ensured that our company would 
be able to sell our product, often incorporating our creative 
ideas as solutions to the problem.  

Marketing Strategy  
Our marketing strategy led to us being able to effectively fulfil 
the needs of the marketing mix: product, price, promotion and 
place. We identified our main target market as international 
school teenagers, who are affluent and needed bags in 
addition to their school bags to carry other kit, and these bags 
often had high turnover rates and left much to be desired in 
terms of fashion. Adopting a market-oriented approach to 
deciding our product, we collaborated with the Production department to conduct a series of surveys within 
KIS International School to finalise our product and judge how the drawstring bag fared against other 
possible product ideas, such as smartphone cases and terrariums. Following product selection, we 
developed the design through another series of marketing surveys, choosing the bag design that our target 
market, teenagers, found most most aesthetically pleasing. This led to us selecting the Fragments design. 
We analysed that there was no competition within the school.  

The surveys also played a major role in our pricing strategy. We found that our target audience within the 
KIS community was willing to pay 200 - 300 baht for a drawstring bag, with some selecting the 300 - 400 
baht option. Because of this, we decided to push for the 300 baht pricing. We also conducted word of 
mouth research about our targeted selling places- the Ploenchit Fair and the Trade Fair- and we discovered 
that our targeted demographic outside KIS International School could potentially be less willing to spend 
300 baht. By this point we had already reached our break-even point from our sales within KIS, so the 
Marketing and Finance departments made a joint decision to lower the price to 250 baht per bag.  

Sales and Promotion  
Aiming to sell at least a hundred bags, we adopted an aggressive marketing strategy. We centred our 
marketing campaign around three main messages. Firstly, our bag had function; it was waterproof, 
lightweight and tough; you could “bring the world with you”. Secondly, it had design: the ‘Fragments’ design 
was inspired by Picasso’s artwork, and it communicated the theme of ‘shattering the boundaries of space 
and time’ as a metaphor for unleashing potential. These two messages were centred in our video. Finally, 
we compared our bag’s price to similar bags; Nike sold a similar drawstring bag for double the price. We 
also made use of social media marketing, advertising our product and company events through Facebook.  

Marketing Evaluation  
The in-school promotion of our product was very successful, and our target market accepted our product; 
the company managed to break-even within the first day of pre-orders. Our various promotional mediums, 
such as our marketing video, flyers and posters, received very positive feedback.  
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Public Relations Department Overview Letter 
Working in collaboration with the Marketing Department, Public Relations helped to build brand recognition 

and to promote the company in a positive light.  

The roles of the Public Relations department was the penetration of the public market in school and at the 
Ploenchit and Trade fair. This was to be done by implementing market strategies and appropriate sales 
tactics. We also created a CSR plan. 

Building Brand Recognition and Sales Tactics  
We collaborated with the marketing department and the 
responsibilities were shared during the marketing and publicity 
stages. Posters and flyers were created to promote the company. 
After the video was finished, we consistently asked for slots in school 
assemblies at KIS International School to promote the product and 
company to the students in the school. We also used social media 
marketing such as Facebook to post our posters and further promote 
our product to a wider audience.Marketing and publicity at the Trade 
fair and Ploenchit fair were penetrative and sales pitches were 
proposed to customers face to face. We compiled a list of selling 
points. We evaluated our selling points by testing the drawstring bag 
out in a sink for multiple trials to check whether it actually is 
waterproof. We also tested carrying the bag with heavy objects, and 
even brought the bag on a hiking trip in Chiang Mai to test its 
durability. Once we were able to prove that our claims are valid, all 
salespeople rehearsed explaining selling points extensively before 
selling at the Trade Fair and the Ploenchit Fair.  

Corporate Social Responsibility  
We promoted that the use of our bag was environmentally friendly, as it would reduce the need for people 
to use plastic bags. We also fulfilled the need of a bag with both function and design, which teenagers in 
our school previously lacked. These two points were both marketed. The salespeople were also trained to 
ethically introduce the product to the market without overtly bothering the consumers, and to politely 
address them. As a company, we decided on sending charity proceeds from profit after dividends to 
shareholders have been paid and all costs covered to Baan Nokkamin orphanage and for the bags to be 
donated there as we believe the kids in the orphanage would be able to make use of our bags.  

Strategy Evaluation  
We were very successful in building our brand image, and we had wide name recognition within out target 
market of teenagers in the school.  The salespeople were successful in selling both in school and outside. 
Our tests proved that the company had succeeded in having a quality product, and they were implemented 
properly. The delivery of the bags was slow but steady. We could have better exploited the Facebook page 
and had a more penetrative sales force. We could also have implemented more of the Thai-speaking 
personnel to better communicate with the direct market at the Trade and Ploenchit fair. But overall, we 
were able to build a strong brand image. 
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Finance Department Overview Letter 
The Finance Department has played an immeasurable role in the company’s financial success.  

The Finance Department played an important role in keeping track of the stocks we sold. We calculated the 
breakeven point for our company. We deposited our money with KIS International School’s Finance office 
as we considered it safest. Overall, it was a very sound and satisfying performance from the Finance 
Department as a whole. 

Financial Summary of Activities 
Statement of Activities (Profit or Loss)

Total Income (Including Sales Tax) A. 42,034 THB (with 23,100THB from preorder)

Expenses

Sales Tax - From Financial Records B. 2101.7 THB

Materials and Supplies C 15,584 THB

Wages and Commissions D. 3960 THB

Other Expenses E. 0 THB

Total Expenses (C, D, E) F. -21645.7 THB

Net Profit/Net Loss Calculation 
Total Income - Total Expense = Net Profit/

Net Loss

G. 20388.3 THB

Company Bonuses H. -  200 THB

Net Profit after Company Bonuses I.. 20188.3 THB

Balance Sheet

Assets. Cash Balance J. 29990.1 THB

Sales Tax - From Financial Records K. THB 2,101.7 THB

Capital Stock L. THB 7,500 THB

Other Income M. +0 THB

Company Bonuses N. 200 THB

Net Profit O. 20188.4 THB

Total (add K-O, must equal assets) P. = 29990.1 THB
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Liquidation Report 

Book Value of Stock (upon Company Liquidation)

Net Profit Q. + 20188.4

Capital Stock R. +7,500 THB

Total S. THB 27688.4

Number of shares sold T. /75

Book Value (100THB initial stock + 
80THB stock dividend)

U. THB 180 

Total amount of money for book value 13500

Money leftover for charity 14188

Criteria Actual JA Company Program 
Standards

Compensation 
Wages 

Salaries 

Bonuses

Employees: 10 THB 

Officers (VP, President): 30 THB 

Bonus: 200 THB 

Total: 4160 

A minimum of 10 THB/meeting. 
must be paid to all non-officers at 
company meetings, except for  
Meeting One. Officers must be paid 
a minimum of 30 THB/Meeting for 
all meetings, except for the first. A 
minimum of 10% sales commission 
must be paid on individual company 
product sales. 

Profit after Taxes +20188 THB From “Financial Statement of 
Activities, Profit or Loss 
Statement.” 

Return to Stockholders
80% - 180 THB to every 
stockholder

From “Financial Statement of 
Activities, Book Value” calculation.  
Company must return at least x 
THB to each stockholder. 

Average Attendance 
An 86% attendance rate was 
observed at the meetings, 
according to Human Resources 
records. 

  Average attendance must be 60% or 
more. To compute, add total weekly 
attendance figures (start with 
Meeting Two) and divide by total 
membership.

Sales Income 
+42,034 THB From “Financial Record, Column 

8.”

Describe Company Product 

A waterproof black nylon polymer drawstring bag with a company 
original design of fragments in shades of blue screened on.  

Company Sales Goal: 120 

Percentage of Goal Attained: 
143%

The Liquidation Report must be sent with the Stockholder Letter and stock dividend checks to all 
stockholders, and included in the Annual Report. 
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Company Bylaws 

Article I. Membership: Members must own at least one share of stock. Any member  
absent from three successive meetings shall be dropped. Members also may be dropped  
for cause by a two-thirds vote of the board. A member may be reinstated upon  
recommendation of the president and a majority vote of the board.  

Article II. Stockholders: This company is owned by stockholders. A stockholder may  
hold no more than two shares, and a family may hold no more than three shares of stock  
in this company. Stockholder meetings many be called by the board of directors.  

Article III. Board of Directors: Control of this company is vested in a board of  
directors, consisting of the membership of the company. A quorum shall consist of  
one-half of the board. A majority shall decide any question.  

Article IV. Management: A management team comprised of the president and an officer  
of each department shall carry out the directives of the board.  

Article V. Compensation: The minimum wage shall be 10THB per meeting. The minimum salary for elected 
offices shall be 30 THB per meeting or a 330 THB annual salary for the 12-week duration of the company. 
No company member shall be paid for the first meeting. A commission of least 5 percent shall be paid for 
sales.  

Article VI. Finance: Checks must be signed by one officer and countersigned by          
the volunteer.  

Article VII. Operation: The company shall restrict its activities to the territory of the  
local JA Area Office and shall terminate operations within the prescribed time limit.  

Article VIII. Products and Events: The products and events must be approved by  
Acordia Insurance. They shall have value added by the company employees. The  
manufacture, assembly, and use of JA company products or events shall not present a  
hazard to consumers or employees.  

Article IX. Amendments: These bylaws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the  
Board of Directors and the approval of the local JA Area Office. 
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